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At this moment, Xu Fanghua was sitting on a high seat, while Lin Yun sat next to her, and Lin Hao
sat on the main seat instead.

Seeing this scene, these people probably understood exactly what this family

meeting was about.

"Sit down." Lin Hao smiled faintly and took the lead to sit down.

"Yes, Young Master." The people took their seats and then looked at Lin Hao.

After a moment of silence, Lin Hao looked around earnestly, carefully
remembering each and every one of their faces, "Before, I wasn't qualified to make you all

remember. You guys aren't qualified to make me remember either, now, we are qualified to

make each other remember!"

That's right, before Lin Hao didn't know whether these people were enemies or

friends, and although he had Lin Rui to lead him to recognise them, he didn't take it to heart that
these people weren't qualified.

Similarly, in the hearts of the Lin family, he, Lin Hao, was a first son who
suddenly appeared, or to put it bluntly, a wild child who had strayed away and suddenly returned,



who would recognise him? Who would recognise his sudden return? Not to mention that his

strength was still only at the peak of the clan.

However, these people had proved themselves after this incident, and Lin Hao had
also proved strength with his own.

So all the people present understood the meaning of Lin Hao's words, and then Lin
Hao told them what the Lin family was going to do next, which was to unite the clans that could
be united in Jinling to maintain the stability of the land of Jinling, which was also considered the
northern part of the south, and the ice and snow damage was not considered serious, but they also
had to contribute what they could to the stability of the martial artists, and the disaster area.

From there, an institution will be set up, similar to the Dragon Gate branch, as well
as leading to get some charity auctions, ah, or a charity fund or something like that.

At the same time, it would be connected to the Tian Hai Group!

When Lin Hao finished speaking, the crowd began to discuss it intensely, after
which some elders raised questions, "Young master, is it suspicious that we are taking away from
the master by doing this, and will the Dragon Sect branch in Jinling allow us to do this?"

"Besides, if we unite, at most we will unite with the Lei family and thus fight for

the Yun family, the other families, they are already in absolute opposition to our family ah."



"Moreover, Lin Hao is the enemy of many clans at one time, now his strength has

been abolished, not into the original prestige, although we do not fear those enemies of Lin Hao,
but will there be unnecessary trouble when we unite with the Tianhai Group this time. We now

have some headaches of the appearance of trouble in the first place."

These considerations were sensible and reasonable, all for the benefit of the
family.

Lin Hao laughed softly, "There is no need to worry about the Jinling Dragon Sect,
I informed ? I will inform? A sound will suffice, two days ago, the Dragon Sect's Yuanwu Town
Guard had personally brought the Dragon Lord's Order to me, so there is no need to worry about
that."

What?

The Dragon Sect's four main town guards have become the leaders of the Dragon
Sect, and they even brought the Dragon Lord's Order to the young master, the Lin family elders
were a little surprised that the young master still had such energy?

"As for the second issue, it's a bit difficult, but I don't see it as a stumbling block

that is holding us back, instead I feel it's more of a stepping stone, the key that can take our two
families one step further!"

"As for the third issue." The corners of Lin Hao's mouth rose slightly, "You all
think my name is Lin Xuan Yuan, but in fact, my number is Lin Xuan Yuan and my real name is

Lin Hao!"



"Crap!"

"Ha? Young master, you, are you sure you didn't bean me?"

"I go, this ...... doesn't this mean that young lord, your dao content has been
nullified and your realm has plummeted not to mention that your combat power has not
diminished much? Hiss, worthy of being the seed of the Lin family! Awesome!"

"It's awesome, we always thought that the young master was a waste, just a minor
sect master, but we never thought that the young master had already reigned over a party long ago,
and had even reached the level of a peak grand master."

Lin Hao announced this news and these people all exploded.

They had naturally heard of the famous Chinese scavenger Lin Hao, although they
were a secluded family with an even more powerful existence, and a peak Grand Master was

nothing, they had still heard of many deeds, and at such a young age, he dared to do such a thing.

Chapter 1832

"That old thing is too bad, he even made a move to scrap Xiao Hao's Dao Yin, but it doesn't
matter, having or not having Dao Yin has no effect on Xiao Hao, it's just that you're a bit careless
after all, Ah Xiao Hao." Xu Fang Hua snorted coldly, Chen Bei Xuan had asked his grandson to be
the enforcer, she was already upset, of course, the last sentence was about Lin Hao, he shouldn't
have revealed his identity directly, it was too hasty.



Lin Hao, on the other hand, shook his head and said, "No harm, everyone here is
the elite and backbone of the Lin family, it doesn't matter to tell everyone."

In the main, Lin Hao already had some considerations and wanted to bring Shen

Xiyan and the others back to the Lin family in Jinling from Tianhai.

"In that case, the young master was actually responsible for the Tianhai Group
making such a big move before?" An elder was very surprised, then he laughed again, "Haha, I
didn't expect that the Young Lord had pulled down the MountainMoving Sect's mountain gate not
to mention that he had also done such a big thing, fast, no wonder even the Yuanwu Zhen
Guardian had to meet personally, it was worthy of an audience with the Yuanwu Zhen Guardian."

"Yes, the young master has a good heart and has done such a great thing without

saying a word, then our Lin family can't degrade the prestige of the Lin family can we!"

Lin Hao wanted this effect, began to gradually arrange down, no one of the people
of the Lin family raised objections, first of all, the joint, followed by a charity auction, one is to
see what kind of action those guys want to make, secondly, it is also true that they want to get this,
donate money! Or even to call on the entire Jinling rich and powerful.

This was naturally arranged on the fly, and almost overnight, the whole of
Jinling's dignified people basically knew about it, not to mention that the Five Families are still
very significant in Jinling!



But not many people genuinely attended, most of those who went to make trouble,
and the remaining majority went to join in the fun.

If they don't get it right, both the Lin and Lei families will become a joke!

The Long Family and the Xu Family had both made moves, and the Mountain

Moving Sect was the most active!

Lin Hao didn't bother to pay attention to these matters, instead he went straight to
the Dragon Sect's branch in Jinling, while Lin Yun returned to the Lei Family and held a Lei

Family clan meeting, while directly pushing Lei Ling up, replacing Ah Hu and making Lei Ling

the Lei Family's young master.

If it were the usual case, the people of the Lei family would have opposed it

fiercely, but with the previous experience of Ah Hu,? The company's newest product is a new
product. After all, it is much better to have a full-blooded member of the Lei family succeed,
even if it is a female family head, than to have a talented outsider inherit the family headship, not
to mention that Lin Yun can do so because of the support of the Xuan Shi Grand Elder of the Lei
family.

So Lei Ling easily took the head of the family, and the Lei family gladly joined

forces with the Lin family, most notably because of Lin Yun's words, and the Lin family Xuan

Yuan could compromise the Dragon Sect branch!

Jinling Dragon Sect Division! Inside the branch head's office.



"Young master Lin Xuan Yuan, what is the matter with this sudden visit of yours to
this small temple of mine? I can't accommodate a great god like you." Supervisor Xu Kai looked
at Lin Xuanyuan indifferently.

His tone was respectful, but there was nothing to be respectful about in his attitude.
Although the other party was just a small Innate Realm Patriarch, an existence that Lin Hao could
kill with a slap, but the other party represented the Dragon Sect, the Dragon Sect approved by the

Dragon Master, even if he was a small division supervisor, even if Xu Fanghua went, he was
giving face, but his stance could still be posed as usual.

Even if the matter of Jinling, he could not do anything at all, most of them could

only turn a blind eye.

"Xu Kai supervisor, official stance is not small, ah? Yuan Wu wouldn't even speak
to me in this tone in front of me." Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, not a big official, but not a small
official stance.

"Hehe, you count that onion, also Yuanwu town guards have to give you face, why
don't you ...... uh, see the dragon master!" Xu Kai sneered with a disdainful face, but when he saw
Lin Hao raise the Dragon Lord's order, Xu Kai was so scared that he broke into cold sweat and

gave a knee right then and there, immediately bowing and apologizing to Lin Hao: "That, Young
Master Lin, my fault, my fault, I'm sorry, I deserve to die, I apologize to you for my tone of

voice just now."
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See the Dragon Lord Order like the Dragon Lord himself, this token may not be enough to shock
those big brothers of the big families, but for the official figures, shock is very terrifying!



Lin Hao put the Dragon Lord Order away: "Xu Kai listen to the order, after that
what to do, I will not interfere, but if there is a need, please be at my disposal."

"As ordered! But please command!" Xu Kai is not stupid, this Lin Hao has the
dragon master order, at this time to find himself, that means the Lin family and Lei family will

soon make some moves, after all, the five big families of Jinling that little thing has long been no
secret.

But Xu Kai thought to himself, hurry up and hug the thighs, with the Dragon
Master Order in the hands of Lin Hao, that the Lei family and the Lin family will never fall,
otherwise it would not be detrimental to the majesty of the Dragon Master?

After Lin Hao left, Xu Kai immediately inquired about the recent actions of the Lin

family and the Lei family? He soon learned that the Lin and Lei families were going to hold a

charity auction at the top floor of the Queen's Bar, and Xu Kai almost didn't even think about it,
and directly dispatched half of the troops of the Jinling Dragon Sect branch to the Queen's Bar to
maintain order.

Such a big move is already equivalent to telling other people who want to deal
with the Lin family and the Lei family that the Jinling Dragon Sect branch supports the Lin family,
which also represents the attitude of the Dragon Sect!

Those who attended the auction arrived, were confused, when did this Dragon

Sect also start doing the job of maintaining order?



Those families who wanted to trouble the Lin family began to hesitate, and those

who came purely to see the fun also hesitated, pondering whether to support one or two? Or,
without offending either side, lean towards the Lin family?

Contacted the person in charge of the Queen's Bar, obtained the auction authority,
the entire auction has begun to fire up the preparations.

These are some of the family inherited collections or antiques, or even some spirit
soldier techniques or something, or even some rare spirit soldier to create weapons.

This time the two big families but the blood money, and the money will

immediately buy various supplies shipped to the disaster area, or hire more search and rescue

teams, go search and rescue, of course, this is to hang on the name of the two big families.

Lei Ling because there are more things, just handed over the position of young

master. On the contrary, Lin Hao is much more relaxed, the first to go to the Queen's bar, the
main thing is that Lin Hao can manage the family affairs, but also at any time when the hands off,
is so arbitrary, so free.

Just at the entrance but happened to run into Long Kai Tian, Long Kai Tian saw Lin

Hao and enthusiastically ran over to greet him, "Congratulations, Brother Lin, congratulations to
Brother Lin for successfully becoming the young master of the Lin family and starting to take
power!"

"Oh, young master Long is polite." Lin Hao did not care much, but Long Kai Tian
is somewhat unrelenting pull Lin Hao: "Brother Lin ah, I am a little sorry ah, now the Xu family

and the Lin family so close, I am afraid that you and Linglong's matter is completely yellow ah."



"But don't worry ah brother Lin, although my Long family and your Lin family do

not deal with each other, but I will not make things difficult for brother Lin." Long Kai Tian that

face can not help but smile, has long betrayed him well!

It is also true that the Lin family is at war with the Xu family, Xu Linglong
naturally can not be with Lin Hao, although now Xu Linglong still disobeyed the family order and

did not return.

But the Xu family head has promised, after the event, Xu Linglong will be
promised to Long Kai Tian, the two marriage, and Xu Linglong strength is strong, but after all, a
woman, and is the side of the family, the Xu family naturally will not hurt, the main thing is that
the Xu family heirs can not wait for Xu Linglong married out in exchange for benefits, otherwise
their position of heir can not be kept.

Looking at Long Kaitian that smug look, Lin Hao are speechless: "Long young

master, you should not be called Long Kaitian, you should be called Long hypocrisy, you can rest
assured, I and Xu Linglong from the beginning to the future, are impossible. On the contrary, you,
I think? Closed whisk closed whisk land Shan? Remind you, you are also being daydreaming,
she does not choose you for a reason, you should not be delusional anon!"

"As for whether your Long family wants to deal with my Lin family, that I do not
care, but our Lin family will certainly not let go of your Long family, this you can absolutely rest
assured." After saying that Lin Hao did not pay attention to Long Kai Tian, the previous impression
of Long Kai Tian is still good, know that this time he realized that it is all pretend, too
hypocritical.

Chapter 1834



Since they have become enemies, then what to do ah, why so cover up, dry and finished.

"You ...... you, Lin Hao you stand still! I want to challenge you!" Long Kai weather
so directly break defense, although it is the enemy, but between the family, do not even bother to
do the surface work? The key this guy said the words are too damned angry ah.

The straightforward point is: I do not want, but also you can not get the woman.

Lin Hao waved his hand without looking back: "I'm very busy, no time to sweep
the floor."

Sweep the floor?

Long Kai Tian frowned with a puzzled face, Laozi challenge you, what has it to do
with sweeping the floor?

But, the next moment, Long Kai Tian's face instantly darkened, his body's
powerful qi exploded out: "Lin Xuan Yuan, you fucking called me trash!"

Many people around looked at Long Kai Tian with odd faces.



"Haha, douchebag you are trash everyone knows, but you do not have to yell so
all over the world ah, I feel ashamed for you." Lei Ling just arrived, heard Long Kai Tian's angry
drink, Lei Ling froze and could not hold back a laugh, this douchebag really douchebag.

"Lei Ling, you seek death!" Long Kai Tian angrily glared back at Lei Ling, just
humiliated by the Lin family young master even if, turn around and let the Lei family newly

promoted young master to humiliate, how can he endure?

He is the young master of the Long family do not treat him as a person? The

fourth ranking is also the five families of Jinling, right!

"I want to die? I think you are itchy skin!" Lei Ling's pretty face was frosty, and
her lovely big eyes were suddenly icy cold as she raised her hand and slapped Long Kai Tian.

Slap!

A stinging crunching sound, the sound is huge, just listening to the sound of this

movement can feel pain!

"Ah ...... poof!" Long Kai Tian directly by Lei Ling a slap call out three meters

away, spitting out a mouthful of blood, this huge pain almost did not let Long Kai Tian on the spot
ascension, Long Kai Tian face gloomy like water glared at Lei Ling: "Lei Ling, you just arrogant,
this revenge I have to revenge sooner or later!"



Long Kai Tian is not stupid, Lei Ling this little girl although no Dao implication
breath, but the force of this slap let him clear, really fight, he may not beat this dead girl.

He is the middle realm of the Grand Master, facing a little girl with no Dao
implication, he could not dodge the other party's slap, which means that the other party's speed is
more terrifying than he thought, and the force is not even the best.

The high and low, Long Kai Tian did not dare to fight back, but also can not stay,
huffing and puffing into the Empress Bar, today he has lost face to home, first by Lin Hao

mockery, and now let Lei Ling humiliated, but he has no way to fight back.

But seeing this scene, everyone is talking, for this dragon family young master is
also snickering, are one of the five great families of Jinling, but the gap is still very obvious.

Even now the Lin family and the Lei family in decline, but not the Long family

can ride on each other's heads to shit.

What's more, these two families have not been shaken to their roots, but are
invariably helping them to clean up some assholes and make the family's strength more cohesive
and united.

The top floor of the Queen's Bar gathered two to three hundred people, in addition
to the family people, there are also some local tycoons in Jinling, now that the Patriarch is out of

the world, these tycoons are still very willing to befriend these strong people, and even pay to hire
strong people as bodyguards.



Of course, there are also some rich and powerful people have been directly

controlled by these strong people.

Everyone? Serve Shan serve Yi Fuyi Lu Yi? After gathering, Lin Hao, Lei Ling,
Xu Fanghua, Lin Yun and others went on the auction stage, as well as that Xuan Shi level elder of
the Lei family also went on the stage, including the head of the Jinling Dragon Sect branch Xu Kai
was also among them.

Xu Kai's arrival represented the official attitude.

The first person to speak was naturally Xu Kai, expressing his recognition and
gratitude for the actions of the Lin and Lei families, and hoping that everyone would actively

participate, not only to buy their favorite auction items, but also to do charity, all payments will be
open and transparent, and the Dragon Sect Jinling Branch will be personally responsible!

This attitude shows more than obvious, there is not a fool present, which makes
those families that do not deal with the Lin family and other, the face is a little ugly.
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Now jumping out against, does it mean, directly against the Dragon Gate?

"Good, now we have the representative of the organizer, Mr. Lin Xuan Yuan, to
speak." Xu Kai traced the story for half a day, and spoke at length for a while, before retreating,
and then allowing Lin Hao to come forward to speak.



The people in the audience were stunned again, what does it mean?

The most unqualified representative on this stage is Lin Hao and Lei Ling, even if
the Lei family's Xuan Shi side elders as a representative to speak, are better than Lin Hao speech
ah!

Lin Hao also did not hesitate to go forward to pick up the microphone: "Hello, I
am the young master of the Lin family, Lin Xuanyuan! I am also the initiator of this charity

auction!" "The purpose of this auction, I will not repeat, I am honored that you can participate in

this auction, each auction item, are the treasures carefully selected by our two families, even if the
ordinary people shot, will have a huge good? The service whisk ground steak intention to close

the closed land? I wish you all the best of luck in getting the auction items you want, well,
without further ado, please have the first lot!"

Lin Hao also no nonsense, as soon as Lin Hao opened his mouth, there was
immediately dressed in cheongsam, mannish body etiquette lady with a tray will be auctioned on
the stage, covered with a red cloth, so that it can not see the real appearance.

Lin Yun and other people have also come down from the auction stage, apparently,
today Lin Hao is not only the initiator of this charity auction, but also will temporarily guest

auctioneer!

Lin Hao lifted the red cloth, revealing an exquisitely shaped, antique short sword,
the red cloth just lifted, people close to the front, whether martial artists or ordinary people, all feel
a sharpness of Qi came to the face, like invisible killing intent general, no need to think,
absolutely good stuff!



Even some martial artists have recognized this thing, have begun to exclaim, this
Lin family really blood money ah.

This is not the Lin family's legacy of the hidden green short sword? This is a

quasi-spiritual weapon, just short of condensing the sword soul, once condensing the sword soul,
can be a real spiritual weapon!

"This short sword named Tibetan green, is the Lin family heritage still
quasi-spiritual weapons, plus these years of warming, not long ago has condensed the sword spirit,
is a real spiritual weapons, now, you all please start bidding auction, no starting price! There is no
limit to each increase! The final sale price is not capped!"

Lin Hao's words fell, the entire audience of martial artists exploded!

No way? So tough? No starting price?

So if someone bids one dollar, does he get the spirit weapon?

No starting price, no limit on bids, no limit on the final price, what does he want?
Will he be the auctioneer?

This is not a charity auction, because the Lin and Lei families are really doing

charity, right? This is to take out the family treasures to give away is it?



And up here is the main event, directly on the spirit weapons auction!

However, after Lin Hao finished, although there was a lot of discussion below, but
not a single person opened the bid.

At this time, Wang Qian, the patriarch of the Mountain Moving Sect, stepped
forward and sneered: "I'll pay 50 cents! I have a destiny with this treasure, I want it! No one is
allowed to grab it from me!"

This Wang Qian's words almost amounted to a threat, and the people of the

Dragon Family, the Xu Family, and the Thousand Sects, and the Yuehai Sect, all laughed when

they saw this scene.

Wang Qian is really a mad dog state, they still want to stay put, but Wang Qian

jumped out first, this is really fun!

"I also feel that this object has a destiny with Sovereign Wang Qian." The Xu
family head spoke indifferently.

Long Kai Tian also smiled: "As soon as this short sword came out, I felt that this
object should definitely be obtained by Patriarch Wang Qian."

Thousands of stars and Yuehai clan's strong, have not opened their mouths, but
the Xu family and the Dragon family open the weight is enough.



No one is stupid, these people are aimed at the Lin family, not to mention that this
Xu family and the Dragon family so weighty people have opened their mouths, that is almost
equivalent to a threat.

"Hahahaha, unexpectedly, right? Isn't it a surprise? Isn't it a surprise?" Wang

Qian sneered and looked at Lin Hao: "Lin Xuan Yuan, Lin Xuan Yuan, what are you waiting for?
See if anyone else has bid!"

Chapter 1836

Wang Qian are happy crazy, fifty cents to get a spirit soldier, he after all, like a god help, combat

power greatly increased, more able to disgust a handful of their enemies, why not do it!

"Hey, the original moving mountain clan is really not a good thing ah, dry digging
people digging graves, the dead do not spare people, and how to know what charity means, well,
fifty cents for the first time!" Lin Hao also did not get angry, but directly dislike back.

Lin Hao was clear that no one would continue to bid, but Lin Hao's words made
Wang Qian so angry that he wanted to vomit blood: "You bullshit! One is willing to sell and one
is willing to buy, what does this have to do with my charity or not? Besides, you want to moral
kidnapping? Fifty cents is not money, not a piece of mind?"

"I was wrong, grateful to tears, thanks to Wang Qian patriarch of the fifty cents aid

ah, so are moved on the field, descending thunder to level the mountain gate of the moving
mountain clan, it turns out that the heavens are moved, hide? Yi Yi Er Ai Er grasping Yi Zha?
Green short sword, fifty cents for the second time!"



"You fucking ......" Wang Qian directly to vomit blood, bastard ah, you son of a
bitch, really which pot is not open which pot, the mountain door was destroyed, this is where
Wang Qian the most angry reason, this goods but good death nothing to mention a mouth, this is
not to him mad!

"I think young master Lin this is with personal grudges to become an auctioneer ah?
Is this all the temperament? At least it is the Lin family young master." Long Kai Tian looked at

Lin Hao in amusement, he didn't want to continue hiding his disguise, he had been humiliated a

bit at the entrance, he was already furious and must get the scene back.

"Hm?" Lin Hao looked at Long Kai Tian: "Yo, I thought who is it, Long hypocrisy
ah, you have something? May I ask what is the experience of being a spare tire and having to

smile and kneel? This is the special interest of young master Long? Nice shot!" Lin Hao disliked
back without mercy.

"You ...... you ......" Long Kai Tian depressed to spit blood, this goods too cheap,
right, just like to sprinkle salt on others can not!

"I ...... I am right ah!" Lin Hao he he laughed, and did not feel pain, then raised the
auction hammer, ready to hammer: "Now I first congratulate Patriarch Wang Qian for generously

cheeking 50 cents for the disaster area! This is a great act of kindness, I thank you on behalf of the
people in the disaster area, and congratulations to Patriarch Wang Qian for winning the Tibetan

Green Short Sword!"

And Lin Hao's words, many people are talking, after all, not all of those families
here, Wang Qian's face is a cloudy, his old face is also considered to be lost.



But think about it, 50 cents to get a spirit weapon, then what do you need face?

Lin Hao was about to drop the hammer, when suddenly a voice like a heavenly
music suddenly sounded: "Wait, I offer one billion!

One billion is barely the price of a quasi-spiritual weapon, a real spiritual weapon
will cost at least three billion, of course, even five billion, this spiritual weapon is still priceless.

That foolishness will take out to sell? Most of them are used as heirlooms, okay.

"Who? Get out! Who dares to rob with me, don't you want to live!" Wang Qian

was furious, smashing the venue? Of course he knows how much money can buy a spirit soldier,
one billion is still very profitable, but spend one billion and 50 cents, the difference can be the
same? How can Wang Qian not be angry!

Snap!

The sound of slapping appeared out of thin air, the other side did not even see, the
late Grand Master Wang Qian was directly slapped on the face, teeth are poof sprayed out two.

Many people are secretly shocked, who is so fierce? The first time I saw him, I
saw him.



However, all the Xuan Master level powerhouse present, at this moment all
narrowed their eyes, could it be that ...... is her?

Lin Hao saw this scene are happy, he are planning to fifty cents to give this spirit

soldier to Wang Qian, after all, sooner or later the moving mountain clan is going to be

extinguished, then when the time comes, it is not their own.

"Aiya, what is wrong with this Wang patriarch? This is the auction, as long as
there is money can bid ah, Wang patriarch you are wrong, no money can tell me, I can lend you

a little ah, a good a leader, why so poor." Lin Hao could not hold it, next to the Lei Ling directly
out of laughter, well, so a drive, there are many people did not hold back the sound of laughter.
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Wang Qian was so depressed that he vomited blood, just slapped him, strength as long as the
hands, can definitely get him killed, plus this Lin Hao, damn it is toad on the foot, not biting
people is right, but damn too disgusting people!

But Wang Qian thought, can not die, now the strength to his level can not be free

to strike, not to mention the existence of stronger than him, soWang Qian clenched his teeth: "One
billion and one!"

"One billion and one once!"

"One billion and one dollar twice!"



"One billion and one dollar? Dyeing Yi serving dyeing grasping Wu Di Shan?
Three ......"

"Two billion dollars!" That heavenly cold voice sounded again, and then cursed

lowly: "Little bastard, you want to sell this thing to him so much?"

"Who are you calling a little son of a bitch?" Lin Hao bristled with displeasure: "I
definitely want to sell it to him, this guy is so active to come up to make me disgusted, I do not
disgust him disgusted who?"

Wang Qian face more black, when a person, do not want to say so directly!

"Oh, got it, then he added another dollar I will not bid." The woman's voice
sounded again.

Wang Qian now bidding is not, not bidding is not.

Bidding it, although still have to earn, but feel humiliated and give people a pit.

Not bidding it, but also seems shameful, after all, the other side are directly said
open ah.



That they are still timid, that is not a wimp.

"Two hundred million and fifty cents!" Wang Qian gritted his teeth, buy, he now
desperately needs a spirit soldier!

"I quit." The woman's voice came suddenly far and near.

Bang!

Lin Hao almost did not even think, directly a hammer down: "Deal, this pitted
gentleman, please pay with one hand and deliver with the other!"

Lin Hao did not even bother to shout the first time the second time the third time,
direct deal! So easy to pit him, how could give the other party the opportunity to hesitate!

"This pitted gentleman ......" Wang Qian only heard these words, he was really
going to vomit blood, inwardly roaring: is it necessary to say it so obvious? Is there a need to say

it?

Many surrounding are gloating eyes, looking at Wang Qian's eyes are full of
contempt, as for the Xu family, the Dragon family and the Thousand Sects, Yuehai Sect and other
sects, looking at Wang Qian's eyes are full of anger, and even a face of disgust to stare at him.



Wang Qian gritted his teeth, lazy to care about them, face is not important, two
billion to take this hidden green short sword, worth it, earned. At the same time take the weapons
sold by the Lin family to deal with the Lin family, wouldn't it increase the feeling of pleasure
when taking revenge?

"Tsk, this gentleman is really stingy, only 50 cents more, stingy. Come on people,
pay with one hand and deliver with the other." Lin Hao, however, was not going to let him go yet

and added another sentence.

Pfft!

Hearing these words, Wang Qian could not hold back and spurted out a mouthful

of blood on the spot, pointing at Lin Hao and cursing: "Fifty cents? Only fifty cents more, the first
twenty billion fucking dollars were eaten by you?"

"What did you say about the first dollar?" Lin Hao grinned.

Wang Qian: ......

Choked by Lin Hao's sentence froze a sentence can not say.

Can only heart fierce, wait, when the time comes, you Lin family cry!



Soon, the first lot was successfully auctioned with a good price, followed by a

variety of weapons, antiques, and even some meteorite iron, as well as exotic treasures with
special energy.

The price is not very low, although there are many rival forces in the middle of the
shit-stirring, but occasionally by the euphonious voice of the sky to insert a bar, others can only
be angry to shut up, some can only be hard to add down, because they need ah!

As for those shit-stirring, naturally no fart, but let a lot of people look at the
hilarious, fools can see that these guys are here to deliberately mess up, the result is froze by
others to stir up.

The most depressing thing for Wang Qian is that, halfway through the auction, he
had no face to stay on.

Because every time someone is about to shout to the final price, other competitors
consider whether to raise the price, Lin Hao will look at him and ask a mouth: "This gentleman
who was pitched, or you can add a dollar up? No, 50 cents is fine."

Chapter 1838

Every time this time, the people around are very unkind laugh, Wang Qian hard are almost

disgusted by Lin Hao to internal injuries.

He is also really no face to continue to stay here, directly out of the auction site,
only unfortunately he just out of the auction room, was suddenly two figures knocked him

unconscious, sealed the energy in the body.



Wu Wu Shan closed whisk love zero land? Subsequently the Tibetan green short

sword was robbed not to mention, but also beaten up, like a dead dog thrown out of the Queen's
bar.

Of course, this matter is not known to anyone present, the auction is still in full
swing.

"Thank you very much for participating in this auction today, the last item left in

this auction, this auction for martial artists, may be of average use, but for ordinary people have a
very important role, that is, quasi-spiritual weapons, ZhenShenFan!" Speaking of which, wearing a
sexy and charming cheongsam etiquette lady held up a tray in front of Lin Hao.

Lin Hao uncovered the red cloth, revealing a small antique flag.

"This is a treasure carried by the young patriarch of the Mountain Moving Sect,
Tomb Digger, I got it by chance, it is a quasi-spiritual weapon, this spirit weapon does not have
any attacking ability, but it can condense the spirit and calm the qi, once this flag comes out, the
evil spirits will retreat, all evil will not invade, at the same time, it has the ability to calm the

house and improve feng shui!"

"And with its assistance, even ordinary people can cultivate into martial power,
well, or the old rules, everyone please bid!"



Many people below heard Lin Hao's introduction are pulling the corners of their
mouths to laugh, the Lin family and the Lei family are laughing out loud without any scruples, as
for those in the Long family and the Xu family, they are hating their teeth.

After all, who knows how this thing fell into the hands of Lin Hao, is not the
Tianhai Martial Arts Conference, by Lin Hao hammer burst, the strength plummeted, and then

relying on the resources of the moving mountain clan, hard to recover its strength, the realm
further, the tomb-digging son does not run in anger to seek revenge.

But the result is good, seek revenge a fart ah, directly by Lin Hao killed on the

spot not to mention, with a lot of treasures, all let Lin Hao to scavenge away, the auction second
half of the auction, all is the tomb-digger scavenged from the body.

Lin Hao's voice just fell, the sound of bidding, the efficacy of the soul of this Zhen
Fan, whether these rich or those martial power, are incomparably want this object, and moreover

there is the Dragon Gate as a guarantee, Xu Kai said, no matter who shot the collection, the Dragon
Gate will guarantee the safety of its collection, if it is robbed, can be reported to the Dragon Gate.

Of course, Xu Kai did not know yet that he had already been hit in the face not

long ago, because what Wang Qian had auctioned had been given to someone to rob.

"Five hundred million? Is there a higher one at five hundred million?"

"This gentleman offered six hundred million? Beautiful, is there more? Is there

any higher than six hundred million?"



"Okay, this gentleman offers six hundred and fifty million dollars!"

"Seven hundred million!"

This price is still climbing well, and the whole room is very lively, after all, there
is only the last piece left, if you do not grab later will not have the opportunity!

"One hundred and fifty million." That heavenly voice suddenly appeared, and the
price suddenly doubled.

For a moment, everyone calmed down and stopped bidding, although they were
not sure who the person who called the price was, but the people present were not stupid, so they
all shut their mouths.

Lin Hao himself was also stunned, what the situation?

Who the hell is this woman, so mysterious? But Lin Hao felt that the other party's
strength should not be bad, otherwise how do still call the price sound so indistinct.

Lin Hao also sensed that it was estimated that no one would continue to call for
bids, and just when Lin Hao was about to raise the hammer to settle the deal, suddenly a clear and
pleasant voice rang out.



"Please wait a moment." Everyone was attracted by this voice at this moment to

look over.

The crowd parted and a delicate woman came out, a young girl wearing a

light-colored sportswear, casual and decent, but on her body it made people feel elegant and
generous.

Lin Hao was surprised to look towards the woman, she has no energy fluctuations,
not to mention the Dao Yin breath, Lin Hao can be 100% sure that the woman is an ordinary

person, but he is followed by two large men in suits, the breath is very powerful, Lin Hao can not
detect the real strength of the other party, but should be not weak Grand Master.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1839-1840
Chapter 1839

"Strange, why is she here?"

"There must be a demon when things go wrong! I'm afraid she didn't just come
here to join the fun!"

"I think so, where she appears, what good can come out of it!"

"Oh, I wonder what this demon is planning again."



Many people below seemed to know this woman, while Lin Hao was a bit
confused, who is this woman?

Lin Hao frowned and shook his head, "If you want to raise the price, please do so,
if not, don't hinder the normal conduct of our auction."

The sportswear woman smiled lightly, "Hello, my name is Yun Ruo, the young
master of the Yun family. The return of young master Xuan Yuan, Yun Ruo has not yet had time

to pay his respects, I am really sorry? Dye dye love west cover whisk zero dye? And this one

Soul Calming Fan, I really like it, so I would like to auction this item."

Lin Hao brain is full of question marks!

Are you kidding?

Although the Yun family in Jinling is the last of the five families, but at least it is
also a top-ranked family ah, the family young master is actually a woman without any cultivation,
how would the family allow such a thing to happen?

Moreover, how did she do it?

But Lin Hao took a look at the two bodyguards around her, if not her sleight of
hand, then it might be her father's sleight of hand.



Lin Hao also no nonsense: "So it is Miss Yun Ruo, pay respects is not necessary, as
for you want this item, you can just open the price, and why do you need to discuss with me."

The auction house things, the highest bidder gets it do not understand?

But Yun Ruo smiled sweetly, shook his head, towards a certain position, slightly
arching his hand and salute: "Senior, this thing is exactly what the late generation needs, the late
generation dare to ask senior will let it to the late generation how? If senior needs any other

compensation, senior will offer it himself."

The people present froze, especially Lin Hao, although probably guessed that this

Yun Ruo should be talking to that particularly nice woman just now, not need to be so polite,
right?

"Whatever, I don't really want it, it's just here for the fun, if the price is right, I can
let it go." That nice voice sounded again.

Lin Hao is speechless, can still operate like this? However, he was still very
grateful to the mysterious woman who had just opened her mouth to help, after all, how much

trouble had been avoided when people opened their mouths, allowing many auction items to be

sold at a good price.

This favor, Lin Hao took it down.



"My junior, Yun Ruo, thank you for your favor." Yun Ruo attitude is also very
humble and polite, then opened his mouth to call for bids: "This soul suppressing fan twenty-five
billion I want, two billion to buy the soul suppressing fan, five billion then to celebrate the return
of young master Xuan Yuan!"

Yun Ruo's words, the dragon family and Xu family face became gloomy, now
everyone knows that the battle of the four families of Jinling, only the cloud family has not taken

a position, not to mention participation, but at this time, Yun Ruo's move, coupled with the

sensitivity of its identity, it is clear that the cloud family intends to support the Lei family and Lin

family, with them as enemies ah!

Lin Hao is also very surprised, if the other party directly asked for twenty-five
billion, no one will think much, at most think that the other party is to give face to the woman who
just opened his mouth, or think she is stupid money, twenty-five billion to buy a more than one
billion quasi-spiritual weapons.

However, after she added this sentence, that is completely different, it can be said
that will speak and things are done in a drop.

To the woman who spoke just now, it is considered to have given face and called

for two billion, while showing the Yun family's position and supporting the Lin and Lei families.

Now that said, is considered icing on the cake, not snow, but the other side can do
to make you feel comfortable, listening to comfortable, talking dripping do not leak. The other
side has already indicated the attitude, not to mention all so and so said, Lin Hao are not good to
say anything.



"Two hundred and fifty million, deal, congratulations to Miss Yunruo." Lin Hao
smiled faintly towards Yun Ruo, and then settled the matter with a hammer, indicating that this
thing was already Yun Ruo's.

Yun Ruo did let his men pay the money very crisply and sharply, taking the Soul
Calming Fan away, Yun Ruo did not stay much, just smiled at Lin Hao: "If young master

Xuanyuan is free, Yun Ruo will visit again, today the young master is afraid that there are many

things to do, Yun Ruo will not bother you."

Chapter 1840

"Good." Lin Hao don't even know what to say, how to say it, even for those who have ill feelings
towards her, I'm afraid it is difficult to disgust up.

With it will make people feel very comfortable, not uncomfortable. This is a high
intelligence, intelligent woman.

The next thing is left to others, Xu Kai is responsible for arranging these people to
carry out the dinner, and then lead people to coordinate the funds from the auction, while all the
funds will immediately start to set up a foundation, and start to buy and transport supplies to the

disaster area at the fastest speed.

Before that, the Jinling Dragon Gate Branch had even booked a large batch of

supplies in advance, and as soon as the money was available, the shipment could be arranged

immediately.



Therefore, the first time the auction was over, Xu Kai had already called the

money over and arranged for the batch of reserved supplies to be shipped first.

Lin Hao is not involved in these matters, quite tired, not to mention that so many
people can go to deal with, and do not need to have him personally.

"Brother Lin." Lin Hao just came down, Lei Ling happily pounced on him, Lin Hao
smiled and gave Lei Ling a hug: "How is it? It's pretty boring, right?"

"No way." Lei Ling shook his head: "Especially watching brother disgusting people
on the auction stage is the most fun."

"I have disgusting people? Nonsense, I'm telling the truth, okay." Lin Hao grinned,
well, but quite disgusting.

Lin Hao's words caused Lei Ling to laugh and scold Lin Hao for being shameless.

At that moment, that heavenly voice suddenly sounded again, "After it's over,
come find me on the top floor and return this favor to me."

Lin Hao was stunned.



"Brother, what's wrong with you?" Lei Ling cocked his head and looked at Lin

Hao cutely.

Lin Hao was amazed: "Didn't you hear?"

"Hear what? I didn't hear it."

Lin Hao shook his head to indicate that it was fine, put Lei Ling down, said he had
some things to deal with, let Lei Ling follow Lin Yun first, at the same time Lin Hao was more
curious to ask Lin Yun: "Aunt, that woman called Yun Ruo just now, how much do you know

about her?"

To be honest, this woman spoke and did things, plus an ordinary person with no
cultivation, but became the young master of such a hidden family, which successfully aroused
Lin Hao's curiosity.

"Oh? Brother, you are ready to move on again, aren't you? Just left a Xu Linglong,
and now you're ready to find a Yun Ruo?" Lei Ling was looking at Lin Hao with a smirk and a

warning in his eyes.

"Get lost." Lin Hao did not have the good grace to roll his eyes, his
daughter-in-law only one, that is Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao is just pure curiosity ah.

Lin Yun shook the phone in his hand: "I knew you would ask, just now has been

her information organized, has been sent to your phone, see for yourself."



Lin Hao was very surprised, how did Lin Yun know he would ask her? Awesome,
unpredictable!

Lin Hao opened his phone, and indeed saw the file sent by Lin Yun, Lin Hao
opened it, on which all the information of Yun Ruo was recorded in detail.

Yun Ruo, twenty-one years old, born unable to cultivate, is the only daughter of

the head of the Yun family, the head of the Yun family dotes on her, but helplessly unable to
cultivate.

But Yun Ruo is exceptionally smart, many family decision-making matters, even
his father had to ask her a thing or two, can be said to be the wisdom of the Yun family.

In Jinling, there are two families with similar strength to the Yun family, but under
the operation of Yun Ruo let the Yun family, among the five families of Jinling, even if it is the
last, it is also the five families.

Thus the huge credit, only to let her a mortal became the young master, always
speak and do things dripping, at the same time is famous Jinling, known as the Zhuge in the
world.

After reading these, Lin Hao did understand why the other party just made things
so beautiful, when it is really dripping.



Lin Hao shook his head, turned the phone screen off, and laughed: "Such a person
can live a very tired life."

Closed steak Lu'er closed West dye West? "Why ah brother." Lei Ling curious,
but quickly responded: "I get it, no ego, or, for the sake of interest, she must control her emotions,
even to do things she hates, to make people who hate her feel comfortable, and thus agree with

herself."
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